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Cookie Intelligence Activity - English 

Cookie Intelligence
Girls learn about cookies with a relay activity

Sugar and Spice and everything nice. . .to know about cookies!
Every wise business lady knows her product well - so that she can sell with 
clarity and confidence.  Girls will brush up on all the facts - from contents, to 
counts, to colors and then have a chance to show what they know in a Cookie 
Relay.  Armed with cookie intelligence, wrap this station up by giving girls an 
opportunity to taste test cookies and then to  cast their vote for their favorite!

 Supplies (for each station):
  �    1 set of Cookie Intelligence Pyramid Posters (below)
  �   8 easels to  hold  posters (OR tape to attach posters 
to a nearby wall)
  �   1 table
  �   2 sets of Cookie Ingredient Cards  (art below)
  �    8 mixing  bowls 
  �    Cookie pictures for Mixing Bowls (art below)
  �    Removable tape to mark starting line on floor
  �    Relay Starting Bell, Buzzer or Whistle
  �    (Optional) Posterboard for mounting posters/cards
  �    See separate instructions for Cookie Tasting 
instructions, templates and supplies

Girl Scouts  learn the importance of knowing their product when they brush up on all 
the cookie facts and then show what they know in a Cookie Relay!

Preparation
  �     Print 2 sets of Cookie Ingredient Cards - print on card-stock at 
a local “quick print” shop, OR  mount on posterboard or laminate 
for added durability.
  �     Print posters and mount on posterboard or foam core, if 
needed for durability,  ( if you use an easel with clips to hold them 
up, or hang them on a wall, there is no need to mount them)
  �     Place each poster on an easel or tape to a nearby wall.
  �    Set up table  per diagram above, and place  Cookie Ingredient 
Cards on table.
  �     Print cookie pictures for bowls , and secure  one picture to the 
bottom of each mixing bowl.  Place mixing bowls near Starting Line.

Table

Posters

Place  ingredient-
cards on table

Sitting Area 
for Girls

Starting Line with Mixing Bowls

NOTE:  If you are a SuperSix Council, only use the posters, 
cookie bowl pictures and ingredient cards for the cookie 
varieties in your sale.
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Cookie Intelligence Activity - English 

Cookie Facts and Relay Fun
1.  Talk to the girls about the importance of knowing all about the product that they are selling, so that they 
can answer all the questions that customers may ask.  A wise business lady knows her product well!
2.  Ask for girl volunteers to help review the cookie facts.  Assign each volunteer a cookie name, and one-
by-one volunteers can stand up next to their cookie’s poster and  review the information on their poster.  
Remind the girls in the audience to pay careful attention, since they will use this info in a Cookie Relay next!
3.  Explain the rules for the Cookie Relay.  
 a.  Each girl will be handed a Mixing Bowl with a cookie picture in the bottom.  
 b.  Girls will line-up at the Starting Line with their Mixing Bowls.
 c.  Explain that on the card table they will find a variety of ingredient cards, that 
        match the information on each cookie’s poster.
 d.  At the sound of the starting bell/buzzer/whistle, girls will race to the table, 
       and fill their mixing bowls with the correct 4 ingredient cards for their cookie
       and then race back to the Starting Line.  The first girl to return WITH the CORRECT 
       ingredients in the winner!
 e.  Consider offering the winner a box of Girl Scout Cookies of her choosing, OR allow the winning
        girl the opportunity to be the Cookie Hostess at the cookie tasting that follows the relay!
4.  Divide the girls into relay teams of 8 or less.     NOTE: If you have less than 8 girls in a relay team and do 
not use all the bowls,  do not remove the ingredient cards from the table for the “un-used” bowl.   Girls can 
sift through those cards in their hunt for the correct cards.  Two sets of ingredient cards makes sure that if a 
girl takes an incorrect card, there should still be one left for the girl who actually needed it.
 5.  Line the first team up at the Starting Line, hand them each a Mixing Bowl, and sound the starting call!
6.   After each relay, return the Ingredient Cards back to the table and mix them up some for the next group.

TIP:  Be sure and placeTwo 
sets of ingredient cards on 
the table.  This creates more 
cards to search through,  and 
more importantly it makes 
sure that if a girl takes an 
incorrect card, there should 
still be one left for the girl 
who actually needed it.
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Trefoils™

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

36

Classic 
Shortbread Cookie

Shaped like the 
Girl Scout Trefoil

Delicately
 Golden 

and Crisp
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Tagalongs®

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

15

Covered in 
Chocolaty Coating

              Topped 
with Creamy 

Peanut Butter

Crisp 
Vanilla Cookie 
on the  inside
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Savannah Smiles™

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

28

                  Zesty 
Lemon Flavor

         Tribute to 
(Savannah is birth-

place of Girl Scouts)

Dusted with 
Powdered Sugar
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Dulce de Leche

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

22

Milk Caramel Chips

Its Spanish name 
is Pronounced

“Dool-say-day-lay-chay”

Round, bite 
sized cookies
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Thin Mints

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

28

Chocolaty Coating

Natural 
Peppermint

Chocolate 
Cookie Wafer

                 Inside
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Do-si-dos®

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

20

Nutritious Whole 
Grain Oats

          Peanut 
Butter Filling

Sandwich  
Cookie

 

 



Samoas®

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

15

Chocolaty   Stripes

Rich 
Caramel

Toasted 
Coconut
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Thank U 
Berry Munch™

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

14

Premium 
Cranberries

              White 
Fudge Chips

Crispy 
Rice
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Cookie Pictures for Mixing Bowls

Cut out each 
circle and 
secure one to 
the bottom of 
each mixing 
bowl
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Approx 
Count 

Per Box

28
Dusted 

with 
Powdered 

Sugar

 Tribute to

 Savannah is 
birthplace 

of Girl 
Scouts)

                
Zesty 

Lemon 
Flavor

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

15 Covered in 
Chocolaty 

Coating

Topped 
with Creamy 

Peanut 
Butter

Crisp 
Vanilla 

Cookie on 
the  inside
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Classic 
Shortbread 

Cookie

Shaped 
like the 

Girl Scout 
Trefoil

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

36

Delicately 
Golden 

and Crisp

 

 

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

22

Round, 
bite sized 

cookies

Its Spanish 
name is 

Pronounced
“Dool-say-

day-lay-chay”
 

Milk 
Caramel 

Chips
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Approx 
Count 

Per Box

28 Natural 
Peppermint

Chocolaty 
Coating

Chocolate 
Cookie 
Wafer
Inside

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

20
Sandwich  

Cookie

         
Peanut 
Butter 
Filling

Nutritious 
Whole 

Grain Oats
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Approx 
Count 

Per Box

15 Toasted 
Coconut

Rich 
Caramel

Chocolaty   
Stripes

Approx 
Count 

Per Box

14 Crispy 
Rice

            
White 
Fudge 
Chips

Premium 
Cranberries
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The “Ingredient Cards” on 
this page are OPTIONAL. 

Easiest Play:  Replace the 
Approx Count Per Package cards 
with the Cookie Box cards.
Medium Play:  Add the Cookie 
Box cards as a fifth card to 
collect (these cards will provide 
lots of clues for girls to use as 
they hunt for their other cards).  
Most Challenging:  To make the 
game more challenging, do not 
include these Cookie Box cards.


